
A Puzzle by Italicus 
 
On Hamish’s suggestion I have left out the gateway clue (20 across). Hopefully it will become clear as 
you solve the other related clues! 
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Across 
1 20’s pitcher of ale for the dance (9)  
6 Large organisation made offer without 
consulting solicitor (5)  
9 Egghead abandons lifetime’s work to become a 
social worker (5) 
10 The draw of 20’s patriarchal society (9)  
11 20’s rosy-cheeked bird is a smash hit? (8,4)  
14 Times returned sum to Dutchman (7)  
16 Cruelly mock 20’s order for extra canvas (7)  
17 Diamonds brought back in special container (3)  
18 Told stories about Barbie’s boyfriend and made 
comparisons (7)  
20 (7) 
22 Hebrew tale of fantastical place where 
everyone is equal? (6,3,3)  
26 Unwilling to read answer in a letter I composed 
(9) 
27 Find path to oddly deserted part of America (5)  
28 Bold soldiers taking on sturdy defenders (5)  
29 He recruited men to serve queen on galley (9)  
 

Down 
1&2 Seamen use 20’s ship’s biscuit containers 
(4,4)  
3 It’s critical for hearing to resolve a murder (7)  
4 Reviewing some angles, is able to get to the 
bottom of things (5)  
5 What 17 does when Stalag 17 is liberated (9)  
6 In June a German is apathetic (7)  
7 Certainly, many a Bell’s is drunk! (2,3,5)  
8 20’s cry-babies possibly supplying bottomless 
oceans (4,6)  
12 Sweeties in 20’s stomach-hugging denims? 
(5,5)   
13 Not enough pudding for 20? Don’t believe a 
word of it! (4,2,4)  
15 20 tested bed to divert attention (9)  
19 Run into drug addict in city seminary (7)  
21 Biblical writer has degree in 27, bizarrely (7)  
23 It happens when First Lady attends theatre (5)  
24&25 20’s damn swine is a proverbially easy 
target (4,4) 

 


